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QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS 
REPORT

WCSH
PORTLAND, MAINE

FOR THE QUARTER BEGINNING JULY 1, 2017

Attached hereto are descriptions of issue-responsive programming broadcast by this 
station during the reporting period.

The listed programs aired on the station during the reporting period on the days and 
times indicated. Each program regularly provides information or addresses current 
local issues of concern to viewers in the area where the station is located.
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PROGRAMS THAT ADDRESS LOCAL ISSUES

The following programs aired during the relevant reporting period regularly address local 
issues and concerns in the station's city of license and within its service area.  Specific 
episodes and segments of these programs and the issues they addressed are listed on the 
following pages.

Program Name Schedule
(Day/Time)

Brief Generic Description
(Note whether local, syndicated or network)

NEWS CENTER Early 
Morning Report

Monday-Friday 
4:30am Locally-produced news/public affairs program

NEWS CENTER Morning 
Report

Monday-Friday 
5:00am-7:00am Locally-produced news/public affairs program

NEWS CENTER at Noon Monday-Friday 
12:00pm-12:30pm Locally-produced news/public affairs program

NEWS CENTER at 5:00 Monday-Friday 
5:00pm-5:30pm Locally-produced news/public affairs program

NEWS CENTER at 5:30 Monday-Friday 
5:30pm-6:00pm Locally-produced news/public affairs program

NEWS CENTER at 6:00 Monday-Sunday 
6:00pm-6:30pm Locally-produced news/public affairs program

NEWS CENTER at 11:00 Monday-Sunday 
11:00pm-11:35pm Locally-produced news/public affairs program

NEWS CENTER Weekend 
Morning Report

Saturday 6:00am-
7:00am; Sunday 
6:00am-8:00am

Locally-produced news/public affairs program

207 Monday-Friday 
7:00pm-7:30pm Locally-produced news/public affairs magazine program
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LOCAL ISSUES ADDRESSED DURING THE QUARTER

The following are local issues of concern to the community.  Programs that addressed these 
issues during this reporting period are listed on the following pages.

Local Issue/Concern

Economy & Job Creation Development, layoffs, employment, taxes, business, energy, shut down, 
job retraining, mills, transportation, industry, trade, outsourcing, housing

Health & Mental Health
Medical, fitness, insurance, nutrition, diet, exercise,  disease, DHHS, 
depression, addiction, drugs, tobacco, alcohol, hospitals, medical 
breakthrough, science

Abuse & Domestic Violence Battered, assault, murder, shooting, divorce, custody, estranged, stalk, 
restraining order, shelter, rape

Education College, parenting, bullying, teens,  sex, underage drinking, binge 
drinking, driving,  autism

Environment
Hybrid cars, greenhouse gas, LNG terminal, global warming, oil, salt, 
conservation, wet lands, rivers, air quality, ozone, trees, forestry, 
preservation

Political Efforts Local, County, State and Federal primary and general campaigns and  
elections, legislative issues, polling, 

FCC Issues/Programs Reports and Related Requirements

ISSUE-RESPONSIVE  
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  Local Issue: ECONOMY/JOBS

Program Date Time Duration Description
NEWS CENTER 7/4 6:04 pm 1:12 It was an exciting morning here at the Millinocket mill 

site. The town and non-profit Our Katahdin celebrated a 
new partnership and raised an American flag on the 
property for the first time in a decade. This partnership 
is allowing the town to drop the back taxes Our 
Katahdin inherited when it purchased the site in 
exchange for some of the property. The town will use 
that property to develop the town's airport, an incentive 
for more businesses to come and invest here. Members 
say this is all about putting the mill site back into the 
hands of the people.

NEWS CENTER 7/5 5:59 pm 4:22 There's been a lot of talk over the years about 
companies leaving Maine for states with what some 
would say is a better business climate. But, sometimes, 
the tide goes the other way. A case in point, a company 
that moved its operations from Massachusetts to Maine 
a few years ago and almost immediately began to 
flourish. The company is called "zoo-tility" and it 
designs and makes what it calls a re-imagining of the 
utility knife.

NEWS CENTER 7/17 6:14 pm 3:01 Anyone who doesn't know what a Corson boat is, 
should pay attention.  As soon as you'll see it, you'll 
recognize it. Part of the reason the company went out of 
business is the boats were so durable, no one ever 
needed to replace one.

NEWS CENTER 7/19 6:00 pm 2:17 Verso mill employees tell me a lot of their laid-off 
coworkers have already found other jobs. There are still 
400 people employed here at the Jay mill and while this 
trend makes them nervous, they are hopeful the mill 
will thrive in the future.

NEWS CENTER 7/24 5:45 am 3:00 Based on TV, newspaper, even mailed ads, you might 
think every week's the best week to buy a new car. But 
consumer reports is now advising shoppers to steer 
clear of marketing ploys disguised as special sales. That 
said, though other car-buying experts say the coming 
weeks really are the best time to get some new wheels. 
Especially if you're okay with a 2017 model. Ron 
Montoya with Edmunds.com says clear out the 2017's 
to make way for the 2018's. Either way, he says when 
shopping this year try to avoid falling for the new batch 
of car-buying myths out there.

NEWS CENTER 7/26 6:01 pm 2:53 Maine's construction industry leaders say they're having 
a real problem finding enough people to keep up with 
all the projects.

NEWS CENTER 7/27 6:17 am 3:06 It's back to school shopping season and you might 
notice it's costing a little more this year! Tech gadgets 
can be a pricey part of the shopping list. But you can 
also use technology to help you get the lowest price.

NEWS CENTER 8/1 6:10 am 1:06 Central Maine Power is hoping to land a big contract to 
sell electricity from Quebec to Massachusetts. 
CMP is one of five companies bidding on a 20 year 
contract to sell large amounts of renewable power to the 
Bay State.
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NEWS CENTER 8/4 6:11 am 2:52 Speaking of famous authors, Maine is known for a few. 
And another author's property is up for sale. EB White's 
farm. This is the first inside look at the place that 
inspired Charlotte’s Web right in Hancock County.

NEWS CENTER 8/9 1:31 This talk about rent prices inspired us to do some 
digging turns out, according to the Maine State Housing 
Authority, overall, when it comes to housing costs, 
Maine is not affordable. Lenders generally prefer home 
buyers only spend between 25 and 30% of their income 
on housing costs.   The same goes for renters. While 
Cumberland County's housing has always been 
considered out of the range of the average income, it's 
not just a big city battle.   

NEWS CENTER 8/14 6:14 pm 3:15 Two decades ago, if you wanted to become a 
firefighter, you would have likely had to work your way 
up a waiting list of men looking to become full time or 
volunteer firefighters. Times have changed and today, 
many Maine communities have little to no fulltime 
staff, and they struggle to recruit volunteers. And there 
is something else that has changed, dramatically. The 
trend appears to be shifting. We were just at the 
Cumberland fire department where, what happened, 
they were called out to a fire.  Here there are 3 women 
who are inside, checking out what it going on.

NEWS CENTER 8/17 6:01 pm 3:32 It’s no secret that sales of those Bean Boots have gone 
through the roof the last few years. So the company 
decided it needed more space and more people to meet 
the demand.

NEWS CENTER 8/21 6:19 am 4:01 Even though there's been lots of news about bumped 
airline passengers and flyers getting stuck for hours on 
the tarmac, there's still not much being said or done for 
those hurt by flight delays or cancellations. Some 
consumer advocates are trying to change that. 

NEWS CENTER 8/25 6:02 pm 1:39 Sen. Angus King says he's disappointed that the Navy 
has chosen a shipyard in Mississippi to repair a 
damaged destroyer, but he doesn't think it's a sign of 
trouble between the Navy and Bath Iron Works. The 
USS Fitzgerald was badly damaged in a collision with a 
container ship in June. Though the ship was built in 
Bath, the Navy this week awarded the repair job to 
Ingalls Shipyard in Pascagoula, Mississippi. The Navy 
says the southern yard has the available capacity to 
repair the Fitzgerald in the shortest time with minimal 
disruption to other work. King says he doesn't think the 
Navy has any reason to discriminate against Bath.

NEWS CENTER 8/29 6:15 pm 1:58 We've all seen the Help Wanted signs on businesses, as 
employers struggle to find enough workers. Today more 
than 100 of them joined government agencies and non- 
profits, to try to recruit veterans. It was the kick-off of 
this year's "Hire A Vet" program, run by the Maine 
Department of Labor.

NEWS CENTER 8/31 6:15 pm 1:28 An iconic New England company is celebrating a major 
milestone this year.  Let’s go inside the B- and- M 
baked bean plant which has been around for 150 years 
now.

NEWS CENTER 9/6 6:19 am :51 For some people, credit cards are a necessary evil. For 
others it can be a crippling burden. A recent study by 
smart asset, a personal finance technology company 
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suggests Bangor has one of the highest rates of average 
revolving credit card debt. The study compared the 
average amount of credit card debt compared to average 
amount of disposable income. 
Some experts believe a lack of financial literacy can 
cause people to fall behind in terms of debt.

NEWS CENTER 9/13 6:00 pm 4:07 Justices of the state's highest court today took up the 
issue of medical marijuana and whether or not worker's 
compensation insurance should cover the cost of it. An 
administrative law judge and the state workers comp 
board ruled it should be covered. But it's an issue with 
many layers and not a lot of clear answers. 

NEWS CENTER 9/18 6:02 am 3:36 Even though most Americans are not affected by all the 
natural disasters of the last few weeks, security experts 
say there's still a need for everyone to be ready even if 
the disaster's affecting only you and your family. How 
can we prepare our finances for these types of events? 

NEWS CENTER 9/20 6:21 am 3:06 For most people hard times like the loss of a job can be 
impossible to overcome. But for one barber in Orland 
its lead him back to doing what he loves. He's now 
paying it forward one cut at a time.

NEWS CENTER 9/20 6:06 pm 2:04 The future of the Bangor mall may be uncertain.
It's at risk of defaulting on an 80-million-dollar loan, 
which could potentially mean foreclosure.

  Local Issue: HEALTH & MENTAL HEALTH

Program Date Time Duration Description
NEWS CENTER 7/3 6:24 pm 1:51 Republicans in the US Senate are trying to come up 

with a health care reform package. And if you're a 
young adult who's new to how it all works, it may have 
your head spinning. Current health care law allows 
your children to stay on your health insurance until 
they're 26. Meaning your 20-something year old may 
not give much thought to how health insurance even 
works.

NEWS CENTER 7/7 6:10 pm 1:04 It's because the previous Maine legislature adopted 
federal recommendations back in September increasing 
the number of kids that are considered to have "toxic" 
levels of lead in their blood. Children are one of the 
most at-risk groups for lead poisoning  developmental 
delays, behavioral problems, and lower IQ are all 
possible outcomes. Lewiston-Auburn receives its own 
funding, separate from the rest of Maine to deal with 
the challenges there because the cities report three 
times the amount of lead poisoning than the rest of the 
state. Both cities just received another federal grant 
worth 3.4 million dollars to help get rid of the issue. 
That is the highest amount of funding available the 
same amount given to New York City and Chicago.

NEWS CENTER 7/10 6:18 am 3:11 The opioid epidemic continues to take its toll and 
change the way we respond to overdoses across the 
nation. Now, some librarians from Utah are ready to 
step up and save a life in an emergency.

NEWS CENTER 7/11 6:16 am 1:31 She fought breast cancer and won. And then depression 
set in. As we learn from the subject of this month's 
buddy to buddy report, the emotional battle with cancer 
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can far outlive the physical one.

NEWS CENTER 7/18 6:19 am 3:03 Maine's Tri for a cure attracts more than one thousand 
participants each year. All of the women are 
swimming, biking and running towards the same goal 
to create a cancer free state. For one woman, this race 
has an even deeper meaning when she finally beat 
cancer. She lost her mother someone who was by her 
side the entire fight.

NEWS CENTER 7/20 6:00 pm 1:33 Toxic chemicals found in drinking water. Now 
Congress is on the verge of approving the first 
nationwide study on the health effects of chemicals 
known as PFC's in drinking water and it may all be 
thanks to the efforts of a group of parents in New 
Hampshire.

NEWS CENTER 7/25 6:20 am 2:54 A little girl from Raymond was diagnosed with a rare 
leukemia called mylodysplatic syndrome when she was 
just 4 years old. MDS is fairly common in elderly 
people, but not in children. Addy Madsen needed a 
stem-cell transplant but none of her family members 
matched. Through the organization 'Be-the-match' a 
donor was found.

NEWS CENTER 7/31 6:15 am 3:14 Roseola is a common strain of the herpes virus that 
tends to peak in the summer months. Almost every 
child under the age of three will contract roseola at 
some point. There is no treatment for the infection.
Here’s more on how parents can spot it on their 
children.

NEWS CENTER 8/1 6:21 am 2:30 A gynecologist in Florida is selected as one of 16 
physicians in the nation to participate in an 
international "breast cancer risk reduction study."
It's an FDA approved study working to lower breast 
cancer risk for women with dense breasts through a 
German pharmaceutical topical gel.

NEWS CENTER 8/2 6:19 am 2:55 More and more restaurants are adding gluten-free items 
to their menus. Doctors say it may be one way to help 
people with celiac disease and gluten sensitivities. For 
one Texas baker, it is the icing on the cake

NEWS CENTER 8/4 6:03 am 3:41 During a career spanning more than 30 years, Dr. Jan 
Kippax has had his license suspended three times for 
complaints ranging from unsanitary conditions to 
ignoring patient pain according to state records.
And suspended most recently in February for thirty 
days. This time, according to the dental board's 
preliminary findings, the suspension was for 
complaints of painful procedures where patients 
instructed him to stop. Procedures performed with no 
gloves or not changing contaminated gloves, and 
extracting the wrong teeth. Typically, a disciplinary 
hearing comes about a month after a suspension. In 
Kippax's case, it's been five months.

NEWS CENTER 8/14 6:07 am 2:04 We're going to make it a national emergency. It is a 
serious problem, the likes of which, we've never had. 
You know when I was growing up, they had the LSD 
and they had certain generations of drugs. There's 
never been anything like what's happened to this 
country over the last four or five years. President 
Trump has declared a national emergency over the 
opioid crisis. Opioid overdoses killed more than 300 
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Mainers in 2016, and the epidemic doesn't show signs 
of stopping. Maine police officers play a crucial role in 
combating this epidemic.

NEWS CENTER 8/15 6:20 am 3:04 A boxing program is looking to put Parkinson's in its 
place by helping people with the disease. The boxing 
facility in South Dakota just recently opened its doors. 
Within just a few months, the patients are starting to 
take notice.

NEWS CENTER 8/16 6:06 am 2:13 It's a story we have followed for a year now. 
The remarkable journey of a young mom from Maine 
WHO HELPED a boy half a world away and in doing 
so, changed both of their lives. Betsy Allen couldn't tell 
you why. To her it was just the right thing. "It has been 
absolutely amazing. It has been heartwarming. It has 
been life changing." All from her home in rural 
northern Maine, she lead the effort to bring 
Abdelhelek, who she first met on a service trip to his 
small Moroccan village back in 2013 to the US to 
correct his severe case of club foot.

NEWS CENTER 8/22 6:19 am 2:48 In response to New York's overdose and opioid 
epidemic, healthcare professionals are calling for the 
creation of safer consumption spaces. These safe 
spaces would allow people to legally consume illicit 
drugs with supervision from professionals who can 
help make drug use safer.

NEWS CENTER 8/24 6:25 am 3:21 It's a rite of passage for many kids heading off to 
summer camp. And for campers with disabilities, 
there's an amazing place made just for them where they 
make the kind of summer memories that last a lifetime.

NEWS CENTER 8/29 6:12 pm 1:04 Back to school means back to dorms and apartments 
for many college students. Moving into your own place 
can be exciting, but for some, it wasn't a pleasant 
experience. The Ross family from South Berwick sent 
us video of bugs crawling in a mattress. They say they 
found them when moving their daughter into the 
Reserve Apartments in Orono near the UMaine 
campus. They were told the bugs were carpet beetles, 
which are harmless to humans, and not bed bugs, and 
were given a new mattress. The Ross' say the 
apartment was dirty, and the Reserve reimbursed them 
for a hotel while the apartment was cleaned.

NEWS CENTER 8/31 6:21 am 1:03 A little girl whose fighting spirit and courage inspired 
many, finally has a properly marked resting spot. A 
rare disease left Shiloh Pepin's two legs fused together, 
earning her the nickname mermaid girl. She was the 
focus of several local news stories, appeared on the 
Oprah Winfrey show and was the subject of a 
documentary on the learning channel. When she passed 
away, there was nothing to mark her gravesite. Medical 
bills had taken a toll on the family. Then the 
Kennebunk high class of 2017 realized if she were still 
alive Shiloh would have graduated with them.

NEWS CENTER 9/1 6:05 am 1:08 The upswing in opioid abuse and overdoses is the 
reason why "Overdose Awareness Day" was 
established. Dozens of organizations across Maine put 
on events and vigils to recognize the day. The Fourth 
Annual Overdose Awareness Day vigil was held 
yesterday evening in Portland's Monument Square.
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Organizers of the vigil want to encourage a sense of 
community with those struggling with addiction, those 
who are in recovery, and people who want to help.

NEWS CENTER 9/11 6:20 am 3:32 This is childhood cancer awareness month... 
We first introduced you to a little boy two years ago 
when his wish for a path to get around his backyard 
came true. The 5-year-old and his mom have set out to 
raise awareness for childhood cancer. 

NEWS CENTER 9/14 5:59 pm 3:33 With the high rate of heart disease in the US many 
people are turning to healthier alternatives. Including 
becoming vegetarian or vegan, one family has taken it 
to the next level by opening an all vegan authentic 
Mexican restaurant, where they can share all the 
healthy choices with their neighbors.

NEWS CENTER 9/14 6:07 pm 2:00 A study looked at pregnant women who miscarried and 
found a handful of those women had back-to-back 
annual flu shots, which included protection against 
swine flu. Experts say it's too soon to officially link the 
vaccine to miscarriages but it's still raising a lot of 
concerns for moms and moms to be.

NEWS CENTER 9/19 6:04 am 1:11 Last night, State two of the AMERICAN NINJA 
WARRIOR final aired on NBC.  Thirty-eight of the 
athletes were knocked out. Unfortunately that included 
the last of the Mainers competing, Jon Alexis Jr. from 
Waterville, and better known as the giant since he's 6-
6.  But even though he's out of this year competition, 
he's not out for good.

NEWS CENTER 9/21 5:59 pm 4:20 It's something nothing can prepare you for.
And in the age of social media where kids seem to be 
more connected than ever before. For one mother who 
just lost her son six months ago she never knew he was 
silently slipping away.

NEWS CENTER 9/21 6:14 pm 1:03 We our launching our 'Feed Maine' campaign tonight.
Not having enough to eat is a major issue for people 
across the country and it's getting worse here in Maine.

NEWS CENTER 9/22 6:18 am 6:13 After car accidents, it is the leading cause of death 
among Maine youth, Suicide. It claims more lives of 
Mainers between the ages of 10-24 than cancer, heart 
disease, aids, birth defects, stroke, pneumonia and 
influenza, and chronic lung disease combined.

NEWS CENTER 9/25 6:19 am 3:14 September is childhood cancer awareness month.
At least 43 children are diagnosed with cancer every 
day in the United States.

  Local Issue: ABUSE / DOMESTIC VIOLENCE / CRIME

Program Date Time Duration Description
NEWS CENTER 7/5 6:00 pm 1:27 When sheriff's deputies with Somerset County arrived 

on the scene they found the aftermath of an extremely 
violent morning. Three people dead from gunshot 
wounds and a fourth person injured at homes not far 
apart on Russell Road. The gunman was still in the 
area.  

NEWS CENTER 7/10 6:03 pm 2:02 Earlier today I spoke with the roommate of the man 
who was stabbed.  He said he just left to run a few 
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errands and went to the post office and when he got 
back his friend was lying in the front yard covered in 
blood and emergency crews were already there.

NEWS CENTER 7/11 5:46 am 1:05 The opioid crisis is now claiming the tiniest of 
victims. Hospitals are seeing a spike in babies born 
addicted to drugs like heroin.

NEWS CENTER 7/13 6:07 am 2:43 Public health experts describe the country's opioid 
epidemic as the worst drug crisis ever. They believe 
it's getting worse by the day because of the synthetic 
drug Fentanyl. In Maine alone, drug overdoses 
claimed the lives of a record 378 people last year.
313 of those overdoses involved Heroin, and/or 
Fentanyl.

NEWS CENTER 7/13 6:18 am 5:27 Police say two dogs described as pit bulls by police 
and the animal control attacked two women in 
Dixmont. It's an incident that will no doubt raise 
questions about whether pit bulls are more dangerous 
than other dogs. We went out to verify that.

NEWS CENTER 7/18 6:04 am 1:24 Route 2 remains closed off, as Lincoln Police and 
Maine State Police are still on scene of a standoff this 
morning. They have confirmed the man inside the 
house is William Bradbury. Earlier this morning I 
spoke to Lincoln Director of Public Safety Daniel 
Summers. He says Police came to Bradbury's home 
Monday morning to serve paperwork and to assist a 
female in removing her belongings from the house.
At some point during this process, Summers says the 
officers involved felt their lives and the life of the 
female were in danger. That's when they called for 
backup, which consisted of the Penobscot County 
Sheriff’s Department and Maine State Police.
Police say Bradbury does have weapons in the home 
but also say no shots have been fired during the 
standoff. Officers say they have several warrants out 
for Bradbury.

NEWS CENTER 7/24 6:05 pm 1:12 Walgreens says it's selling NarCan over the counter as 
a way to combat drug use around the country.  NarCan 
can be used to reverse the effects of an opioid 
overdose. It's usually administered by an injection or a 
nasal spray and first responders have been using it for 
years now.

NEWS CENTER 7/25 6:01 pm 4:00 Bail is set at $150,000 for Jordan Lamonde, but that's 
knocked down to personal recognizance when he's 
accepted into the community corrections supervision 
program. It was not what the victim was hoping for.

NEWS CENTER 7/28 6:01 pm 2:51 The Coast Guard doesn't want people to be surprised, 
people who may think since marijuana is legal in 
Maine, they can take it on board boats with them.

NEWS CENTER 7/31 5:52 am 3:07 Australia stepped up security at airports across the 
country after authorities announced a foiled terror plot 
to bring down an airplane. Police yesterday made four 
arrests in the Sydney area and seized evidence. 

NEWS CENTER 8/2 6:07 am 3:30 Lewiston police believe they know the man who is 
tricking people into paying him rent for properties he 
doesn't own. Investigators say so far four victims have 
come forward. They're still trying to determine if there 
are more.
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NEWS CENTER 8/4 6:00 pm 2:13 The Lincoln County Sheriff's Department has asked 
our sister station in Denver, Colorado to rerun this, of 
a Bristol, Maine woman they say is on the run after 
embezzling tens of thousands of dollars from a Maine 
business. Siarra Kear has been arrested and released on 
bail twice in Colorado and now authorities can't find 
her. The back story might surprise you. People here in 
Maine say Siarra Kear was sweet, giving, and loved by 
everyone in town and that this crime is the last thing 
they expected.

NEWS CENTER 8/11 6:23 pm 1:03 Acadia National Park is cracking down on people 
driving under the influence. Park officials say high 
traffic volume over the summer season means 
accidents do happen but many of them involve 
distracted driving or impaired drivers. So, they're 
implementing safety checkpoints throughout the park 
starting this weekend. Park officials say some may see 
it as an inconvenience but their priority is the safety of 
the millions of people who visit each year.

NEWS CENTER 8/24 6:18 am 4:27 Imagine you're a landlord going to examine your 
property after a longtime tenant moves out and finding 
it destroyed. That's what a couple in Portland says 
happened to them earlier this month. Normally 
landlord-tenant arguments would not be newsworthy 
but in this case, it involves taxpayer dollars. The tenant 
was on section 8 housing and renting through the 
Portland Housing Authority.

NEWS CENTER 8/31 6:06 am 1:00 Fire fighters and EMT's in Old Orchard Beach are 
looking to equip themselves with bullet proof vests. 
The first responders are raising money through 
donations and a possible grant to cover the cost of 20 
vests. Firefighter Bill Young says he and his crew are 
going into more situations where their lives could be in 
danger from someone with a gun or a knife.
He says they need to be able to protect themselves.

NEWS CENTER 9/6 6:13 pm 3:43 The state has filed new charges against the owner of a 
mansion in Wolfeboro, New Hampshire where more 
than 80 Great Danes were seized in June. Investigators 
say the mansion was housing an illegal dog breeding 
operation. 

NEWS CENTER 9/7 6:08 am 2:04 Police are investigating a "sexting" incident involving 
more than 20 teenage girls who live in Presque Isle. 
Police say a 15-year-old boy intimidated the girls over 
social media demanding nude photos of them.

NEWS CENTER 9/8 6:00 am 1:56 It's believed the Equifax hack happened sometime 
between May and July, but was only made public less 
than 24-hours ago. The Principal Examiner of Maine's 
Bureau of Consumer Credit Protection and he says this 
hack ranks up there with last year's Yahoo breach.

NEWS CENTER 9/11 6:07 am 3:33 A Rockport man accused of murder will make his first 
court appearance today. Twenty-two year old Orion 
Krause is accused of murdering his mother, his 
grandparents and their caretaker. 

NEWS CENTER 9/12 6:00 pm 1:46 A family vacation turns into a nightmare when people 
renting a home find hidden cameras in the bathrooms.

NEWS CENTER 9/18 6:10 am 1:49 Britain lowered the country's terrorist threat level from 
"critical" to "severe" following the arrest of a second 
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man in the London subway bombing. 

NEWS CENTER 9/21 6:07 pm 1:09 After investigating, police do believe this was a hoax.
How did this happen? Well, they say someone got into 
police radio frequencies and pretended to be an officer. 
"We heard officer down and that was the last contact 
we had with any units in that area."

NEWS CENTER 9/22 6:16 am 2:35 Face scanners and fingerprint sensors are becoming a 
popular method of identification. But many are 
worried that the convenience of turning your body into 
your password comes at a cost.

NEWS CENTER 9/25 6:08 am 2:33 It was a harrowing and deadly scene at a church in 
Tennessee near Nashville, where a gunman opened 
fire, killing a woman and wounding six other people.

NEWS CENTER 9/26 6:31 am :54 An Ellsworth woman who was reported missing with 
her two children Sunday night has been found dead. 
Liza parker's car was found crashed on the side of the 
road yesterday afternoon in Old Town. Police say her 
car went airborne while she was rounding a curve on I-
95, it flipped several times before landing on its side. 
News center met with Parker in January at the Hills 
House in Ellsworth, which is a home for recovering 
addict-mothers and their babies. Her 18-month old 
daughter Tianna as well as her 5-year-old son Mason 
were in the car with her at the time of the crash.  They 
survived with minor injuries. When news center spoke 
with parker last, she was happy and proud to be sober 
for her children. 

NEWS CENTER 9/28 6:02 am 1:10 A judge declared yesterday Ayla Reynolds died on or 
around December 17th, 2011. Ayla was last seen with 
her father, Justin Dipietro. He told police she was 
abducted but investigators say there's no evidence to 
support that claim. A law professor at the University of 
Maine School of Law says this declaration is an 
important step for Ayla's mother, Trista Reynolds. It 
allows Trista to file a wrongful death lawsuit against 
Dipietro, which she couldn't do without Ayla being 
declared dead. People will have to testify under oath 
during the civil suit, which could bring new 
information to light. Lawyers can ask questions which 
could lead to answers about if, and/or, how Ayla died 
even if those people plead the fifth. 

 
  Local Issue: EDUCATION

Program Date Time Duration Description
NEWS CENTER 7/17 6:18 am 3:31 A team of young science students is beaming after they 

finally made it to the united states to compete in an 
international robotics competition. They're from 
Afghanistan, and up until a few days ago, it appeared 
doubtful the all-girls team would get to come.

NEWS CENTER 7/20 6:00 pm 3:16 The 34-year old crossed the stage of Bangor high 
school's auditorium and received something she never 
thought she would get, her GED. Lemery dropped out 
of Portland High School her second week of her 
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freshman year. She was 16, pregnant and headed down 
a dark path of addiction. It’s hard to form that new life 
if you don't have anyone to help you form that 
foundation. She says trips to prison, countless drug 
charges and losing her three children wasn't the turning 
point for her, it was something unexpected, I lost my 
mom in December, she was a chronic alcoholic, and 
that was a huge wakeup call for me.
When Lemery went back to Penobscot County jail on a 
drug charge in the winter of 2017 she was connected 
with something she never realized she was missing it 
would change everything. The Literacy Volunteers of 
Bangor.

NEWS CENTER 7/24 6:15 pm 3:39 We talk a lot about how scientific racing is becoming.  
Science is not just applied to the cars. A University of 
New England researcher is doing work on driver's 
hydration during races, and her work suggest that race 
like yesterday's brick yard, with all its delays, took an 
extra heavy burden on drivers

NEWS CENTER 8/2 6:21 am 3:45 As we begin to enter back-to-school season, two 
grieving parents in new jersey are issuing a wake-up 
call about cyberbullying. Their 12-year-old daughter 
committed suicide in June, after they say she was 
relentlessly harassed by classmates. Now they're ready 
to sue her school district, saying their pleas to stop it 
were ignored.

NEWS CENTER 8/4 6:11 pm 3:46 The latest proposed changes to US Immigration policy 
are raising more concerns and questions among 
Maine's private high schools. Those schools bring in 
more than a thousand international students to study 
and live in Maine each year. And they say all the 
uncertainty about immigration policy in Washington is 
felt by those students. 

NEWS CENTER 8/9 6:15 pm 3:27 A college education can come with a pretty big price 
tag - but what if you were told you could get your 
Bachelor's degree for less than 10-thousand dollars?
It seems too good to be true, right? Well, one Maine 
university is making that a possibility.

NEWS CENTER 8/17 6:27 pm 1:53 Back to school season is in full swing which means 
many parents will be checking off items on their child's 
school supply list. But that can get pretty expensive so 
a teenager found a way to help families.

NEWS CENTER 8/21 6:07 pm 3:55 The Community College System has more than 17,000 
students. The decision by the System board means they 
will continue to pay 92 dollars per credit hour. 
For a full-time course load, that makes a year's tuition 
less than three thousand dollars. The lowest, they say, 
in New England.

NEWS CENTER 8/24 6:24 pm 1:06 The start of school is just around the corner. One boy 
from Alfred will start middle school and so will his 
dog. Hunter VanBrocklin has cerebral palsy, and has 
re-learned to walk twice thanks to his service dog 
Wendy.

NEWS CENTER 8/31 6:18 am 3:55 It's time to talk back to school! A new school year 
means new teachers some really new.

NEWS CENTER 9/1 6:19 am 3:31 Some kids are dreading the first day of school. But for 
thousands it means they finally get to eat a regular 
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meal every day. 

NEWS CENTER 9/5 6:21 am 3:58 While other middle schoolers are focused on their 
sports teams, or involved with clubs at school, one 
middle school student in Vermont has a surprising 
project on his plate: running for political office.

NEWS CENTER 9/6 5:59 pm 2:25 Some Maine students are getting to sleep in as they 
head back to school. Districts are experimenting with 
later start times, to see if more sleep helps student 
performance.

  Local Issue: ENVIRONMENT

Program Date Time Duration Description
NEWS CENTER 7/4 6:17 am 2:16 The harsh winter is to blame for your expensive 

lobster roll this summer. Late this spring, a pound of 
lobster meat cost as high as $52. Now prices range 
from $9 to nearly $23.

NEWS CENTER 7/5 6:18 am 3:34 It's been three days and people are still talking about 
the four confirmed tornadoes that touched down in 
Maine on Saturday. All of them formed in the Sebago 
lakes region. The first was a water spout on Sebago 
lake, it was an EF-zero, but the other three; in moose 
pond, Denmark and Bridgton were all EF-1's. 
Substantial damage to homes and property.  

NEWS CENTER 7/17 5:47 pm 1:35 Now to the latest on that tragic story out of Arizona.
Nine members of an extended family are dead, a tenth 
is missing and presumed dead. After all of them were 
swept away in a flash flood over the weekend.

NEWS CENTER 7/18 6:22 am 1:06 It may be the cutest video you see all day. Jeremy 
Willey, a 4th generation lobsterman, was offshore 
lobstering about 10-12 miles below Matinicus rock 
when he saw a seal pup floating in a rope. His 
sternman, Jeffrey Door, pulled the seal aboard. Jeremy 
slowly and safely cut the little seal free. 

NEWS CENTER 7/26 6:10 pm 2:08 No new contaminants have been added to the regulated 
list under the Safe Drinking Water Act since 1996. 
What this study found was that many contaminants in 
our public tap water pose health risks but since they're 
not on that list, they're perfectly legal.

NEWS CENTER 8/1 5:30 pm 1:14 It's muggy, but much calmer weather today. Cleaning 
up after intense  storm. A small, but severe 
thunderstorm swept through parts of western Maine 
last night. It left behind dozens of downed trees, a 
burning home, and a crashed tractor trailer in its path.

NEWS CENTER 8/4 6:06 am 4:02 Regional Lobster Management leaders are reviewing 
lobster conservation in the gulf of Maine to see if any 
new protections are needed. This comes as thousands 
of lobster lovers are gobbling them up at the Maine 
Lobster Festival.

NEWS CENTER 8/15 6:17 am 2:00 The first coast-to-coast total solar eclipse to occur in 
nearly a century is less than a week away, which raises 
the question: what exactly is a total solar eclipse??   A 
look at the science behind this celestial sight. 

NEWS CENTER 8/24 6:01 pm 1:58 The question of whether The Katahdin Woods and 
Waters National Monument will keep that status is 
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answered with a 'yes'.

NEWS CENTER 8/29 6:06 am 2:40 FEMA estimates that approximately 30,000 people 
will require temporary shelter because of Hurricane 
Harvey. The demand so great that private businesses 
are opening their doors. Gallery Furniture which 
housed Katrina evacuees is now inviting Harvey 
evacuees to sleep in display beds.

NEWS CENTER 9/5 6:14 pm 1:32 The destruction caused by Hurricane Harvey in Texas 
and Louisiana has caught the attention of millions.
But the images are perhaps especially personal to the 
Fort Kent community. You may remember that area 
was hit with severe flooding after two of its rivers 
overflowed.

NEWS CENTER 9/7 6:04 am 2:39 Hurricane Irma remains on a track to slam Miami this 
weekend as it continued to cut a fatal and destructive 
swath through the Caribbean islands Thursday. 

NEWS CENTER 9/13 6:15 pm 2:35 Irma may have moved out of Florida but the death toll 
there is still rising. At least 12 people have died in 
connection with the storm. And millions are still 
without power, many still with flooded homes. We still 
have crews down south, sharing stories of devastation 
after Hurricane Irma. Rob Nesbit is in Jacksonville 
Florida.

NEWS CENTER 9/18 6:00 pm 2:18 The report proposes an amendment calling to quote 
"promote a healthy forest through active timber 
management." Talking to people in the area today, it's 
clear no matter what side people just don't know what 
to think anymore and really don't know just what that 
means. But I made the trek in today about a 20 minute 
drive to talk to the hardworking people who would be 
impacted by this firsthand.

NEWS CENTER 9/19 6:04 pm 4:06 Some of the steps have been effective in slowing down 
the impacts of mother nature, but trying to stay ahead 
of her is a constant struggle as Camp Ellis prepares for 
rough seas from the approaching hurricane.

NEWS CENTER 9/20 5:58 pm 1:41 With all the hurricanes we've had lately, many experts 
say that with global warming it's only going to get 
worse. This week, some cyclists made the trek from 
South Portland to Unity, where the Common Ground 
Fair is being held to call attention to how we can all do 
what we can to limit global warming.

NEWS CENTER 9/22 6:05 am 2:56 Survivors are still being pulled from rubble in Mexico 
City as rescue operations stretch into a fourth day, 
spurring hope among desperate relatives gathered at 
the sites of buildings collapsed by a magnitude seven-
point-one earthquake.

NEWS CENTER 9/29 6:05 am 3:36 Governor Paul LePage, is again looking to Canada to 
help Maine reduce energy costs.  The governor said 
yesterday he's talking with leaders in Quebec about 
building a natural gas pipeline to supply more gas to 
Maine.

  Local Issue: POLITICAL EFFORTS

Program Date Time Duration Description
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NEWS CENTER 7/3 6:00 pm 1:58 Three days after the budget failed, lawmakers may be 
in exactly the same position. After making some 
changes in a late night committee meeting last night, 
they're voting on a new budget plan today. But the 
results so far aren't much different. On the first work 
day hit by the shutdown.

NEWS CENTER 7/10 6:05 pm 1:32 Attorney General Janet Mills is running for Governor.
She announced today she'll seek the Democratic Party 
nomination next year. Mills is a Farmington native 
serving her third consecutive term as Attorney 
General. As AG, Mills has gone head to head with 
Gov. LePage on many occasions, and he recently filed 
suit against her claiming she abused her power by 
refusing to represent the governor in federal lawsuits. 
Mills says she believes our government is broken, and 
that she's ready to fight to put it back together.

NEWS CENTER 7/12 5:33 am 3:00 A batch of emails is giving new insight into a meeting 
between President Trump's son and a Russian lawyer.

NEWS CENTER 7/17 5:31 pm 3:41 The legal marijuana market could be up and running 
by next summer, according to a lawmaker who is 
among those crafting the rules for the industry. 
Today lawmakers heard from a key player who help 
set up the Colorado Rules. 

NEWS CENTER 7/24 6:01 pm 4:02 By this time next year, you should be able to walk into 
a retail store in Maine and buy marijuana as long as 
lawmakers can iron out a few details before then.
Including, whether Maine should have the lowest 
marijuana sales tax in the country.

NEWS CENTER 7/28 6:10 pm 1:40 Maine's senior senator has played a crucial role in 
killing the Republican effort to overhaul healthcare.
Senator Susan Collins was one of three Republicans to 
break with her party and vote down the latest and 
perhaps last plan to repeal Obamacare.

NEWS CENTER 8/1 6:46 am 1:42 In Washington, it's his first full day on the job as 
President Trump's new chief of staff. Can he bring 
order to what's been a revolving door of top advisers?

NEWS CENTER 8/9 6:07 pm 1:09 Portland's spokesperson says the city is optimistic 
about getting a rent stabilization question on the 
November ballot, but stresses nothing is official yet.

NEWS CENTER 8/14 6:03 am 1:27 The Department of Justice has opened a civil rights 
investigation into the car attack in Charlottesville, 
Virginia. Meanwhile, President Donald Trump returns 
to Washington today amid fallout from the weekend 
violence in Charlottesville, Virginia. The president is 
under fire for his comments in the aftermath of the 
tragedy.

NEWS CENTER 8/25 6:00 pm 2:07 It appears to be a two and half minute response in a 
conversation started by someone at that gathering in 
Bangor this week. Congressman Poliquin explains he's 
worried about Republicans losing their majority in 
Congress. If he talks to the press more he says that 
opens up a window for critics to use his statements 
against him. Over the past year Congressman Poliquin 
has avoided answering questions we've asked him 
about actions of President Trump both in office and as 
a candidate. In the past he's also declined to comment 
on questions we've sent his team on Healthcare and his 
decision to seek a second term. On the audio file, 
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Poliquin says he wanted to keep statements he made 
focused on work he was doing to help Maine.

NEWS CENTER 8/29 6:18 am 3:20 Officials say North Korea fired a missile over Japan, 
as Tokyo warned citizens in the north of the country to 
take cover.

NEWS CENTER 8/31 6:05 pm 1:42 It’s called the Food Sovereignty Law. Passed by the 
Legislature and signed by the Governor, the goal is to 
make it easier for small farmers and food producers to 
sell their products locally by allowing local 
government to regulate it.  

NEWS CENTER 9/1 6:08 am 2:51 In Washington, congress returns Tuesday with a full 
agenda, the budget, the debt ceiling, and reauthorizing 
key programs, including national flood insurance, now 
so desperately needed after Hurricane Harvey.

NEWS CENTER 9/5 6:05 pm 2:58 One potential candidate is expected to make it official 
tomorrow when Senate Majority leader Garrett Mason 
joins Mary Mayhew in the GOP primary. Meanwhile 
another possible candidate on the Democratic side, 
former Governor John Baldacci, told me this morning 
he will not run.

NEWS CENTER 9/12 6:14 pm 3:06 Maine's Republican Senator Susan Collins is 
challenging the Trump administration again. This time, 
for its ban on transgender people in the military. 
She's introducing a Bipartisan amendment that would 
protect transgender troops already serving.

NEWS CENTER 9/14 6:06 am 2:57 In Washington, another day, another deal with 
democrats. First the budget, now healthcare and 
immigration.

NEWS CENTER 9/18 6:02 am 3:36 President Trump is waking up at home in New York 
this morning. He spent the night at trump tower before 
a full day of meetings at the United Nations today and 
a major speech there tomorrow.

NEWS CENTER 9/19 6:04 am 1:11 Dozens of immigration activists interrupted House 
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi at a news conference in 
San Francisco. The California congresswoman was 
speaking about daca legislation yesterday when a large 
group of activists overtook the event carrying signs 
and chanting loudly.

NEWS CENTER 9/20 6:03 am 3:26 President Trump continues one on one meetings at the 
United Nations today after a moment that literally 
shocked the world, his threat to destroy North Korea.

NEWS CENTER 9/26 6:02 am 3:14 With just four days until a critical deadline, the effort 
to repeal and replace Obamacare is all but dead this 
morning.

NEWS CENTER 9/26 6:01 pm 1:33 Today was basically the last chance for people to 
weigh in on what the marijuana law should and should 
not do. Voters said they want pot legalized, but doing 
that has turned out to be very complicated.  And no 
surprise, there are plenty of conflicting opinions on 
how to do it. 

NEWS CENTER 9/29 6:02 am 3:23 This morning, a US Navy hospital ship is headed to 
Puerto Rico to help millions of people desperately in 
need of food and water a week after hurricane Maria 
hit the island. The Trump administration is under fire 
for not acting quickly.


